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Welcome and thank you for joining! We will be getting started in just a few minutes.
Please use the Q&A function for questions.
Please make sure your computer speakers are turned on for audio.

A Few Quick Notes Before We Get Started
Please note – There is no dial-in number for attendees of this event; please make sure your computer

speakers or headset are turned on and the volume is up so that you can hear our presenters.

▸Technical Support

• Click the yellow ? icon at the bottom of your screen to see answers to
common technical issues or type your issue into the Q&A window.

▸Questions for the Presenters

• Type your questions into the Q&A window. Our presenters will answer as
many questions as possible during our time together.

▸Certificate of Participation

• Remember to click the Certificate Icon at the bottom of your screen to
request your Certificate of Participation.

Resource List

Click the green icon at
the bottom of your
screen to download a
PDF version of the
presentation

▸Access to the recording of today’s virtual event will be available a few hours
after the webinar is completed. A link to the on-demand version will be emailed
to all registered attendees.

IEEE Authorship and Open Access Symposium
Best Practices to Get Published and Increase the
Impact of Your Research
▸ Tips and best practices from an author and editor

▸ What editors and reviewers look for in submissions
▸ Common reasons why papers are rejected
▸ Ethics in publishing

▸ How to select the right publication for your submission
▸ Reasons to consider open access publishing

▸ Research strategies using IEEE Xplore Digital Library
▸ Authorship tools available from IEEE

▸ Open access options available for authors and institutions
▸ Live Q&A: Ask the Experts

Michael Spada - MODERATOR
Director, Strategic Marketing
IEEE

Thank you for joining us today!
Thousands of registrants from Europe, Middle East & more
Role: Students, Professors, Assoc. Professors, Researchers, Librarians,
Information Professionals, Department Heads, Deans, and many more!
Country:
▸Greece
▸Portugal
▸Germany
▸Romania
▸UK
▸Spain
▸Turkey
▸Italy
▸Poland
▸Saudi Arabia

▸Iraq
▸France
▸Kuwait
▸Russia Fed.
▸Ireland
▸India
▸Austria
▸Belgium
▸Sweden
▸Jordan

▸Switzerland
▸United States
▸Finland
▸UAE
▸Netherlands
▸Bahrain
▸Jordan
▸Denmark
▸Ecuador
▸Hungary

▸Oman
▸Bangladesh
▸Russian Fed. ▸Canada
▸Cyprus
▸Morocco
▸Serbia
▸Egypt
▸Pakistan
▸Norway
▸Czech Republic ▸Algeria
▸Estonia
▸Brazil
▸China
▸Lithuania
▸Israel
▸Ukraine
▸Malaysia
▸Croatia

About the IEEE




IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization
dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of humanity
with over 400,000 members in over 160 countries
Not for profit organization “Advancing Technology For Humanity”
Core areas of activity
o
o
o
o

Membership organization
Conferences organizer
Standards developer
Quality publishing program that consistently produces the
top-cited information in the field

IEEE PowerTech Milan 2019

– Publisher of journals, conferences, standards, eBooks,
and eLearning via the IEEE Xplore Digital Library



IEEE Xplore by the numbers:
o
o
o

Over 5 million total documents
More than 15 million downloads per month
Over 5 million unique users

IEEE Student Branch in Egypt

IEEE Xplore Digital Library

The source that the top research organizations in the world rely on to
fuel imagination and drive innovation
 IEEE journals, conference proceedings and standards plus
select partner content dating as far back as 1884
 More than 5 million documents, 15 million downloads per
month, and over 5 million unique users
 More than 1 million articles from over 200 top-cited IEEE
journals, magazines, and transactions
 Over 3.6 million conference papers from as far back as
1936, with up to 200,000 added each year
 More than 4,600 approved and published IEEE standards
 eBook collections covering emerging topics in engineering,
computer science, telecommunications, and more
 IEEE eLearning Library with the latest in topics such as
Artificial Intelligence, 5G, Blockchain, and more!

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/

RESPONDING TO TODAY’S PANDEMIC:

Covid-19 Research Now Free to Access in IEEE Xplore
• IEEE realizes that many of our IEEE Xplore users are directly
or indirectly engaged in the fight against COVID-19 and its
effects on global health and safety, research, infrastructure,
communications, and more.
• IEEE has identified articles from the IEEE Xplore digital
library that may help researchers understand and manage
different aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic and
technologies that can be leveraged to combat it.
• All content in this collection is now free to access for the
duration of the global health crisis, with additional rights for
all types of reuse, including full text and data mining, and
analysis.
• Hundreds of thousands of downloads to date and growing
• IEEE has added hundreds of articles since March 2020 and
continues to update the content regularly.

IEEE Today - Inspiring a Global Community
of Innovation
IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization
dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of humanity.
Our Mission
The core purpose of IEEE is to foster technological innovation and
excellence for the benefit of humanity.
One of our Core Values…
To be a trusted and unbiased source of technical information, and
forums, for technical dialog and collaboration.
One of our Goals…
Drive global innovation through broad collaboration and the sharing of
knowledge

Serving the technology leaders of today and the innovators of tomorrow

IEEE Publications Strategy and Goals
• IEEE is dedicated to continuing to be the destination of choice for

authors and to serve the author and research community

• IEEE strives to support all authors and readers globally. That

means being able to offer any author a publication venue that is
compliant with their circumstances, regardless of their funding
status, the publishing mandates they may have in place, or where
in the world they may work.

• IEEE provides authors with a choice to publish in a traditional

journal or in a fully open access journal

• IEEE continues to provide more options and choices to support

the work and needs of all authors and researchers
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IEEE’s Evolving Open Access Program
To help authors gain maximum exposure for their groundbreaking
research and application-oriented articles, IEEE offers three options for
open access (OA) publishing, all designed to meet the varying needs of
our authors throughout their careers.

OA Publishing Options
1. Hybrid Journals - 160 journals and magazines spanning
an array of technology fields
2. Fully Open Access Topical Journals – 20+ titles and
more coming soon
3. Multidisciplinary OA journal - IEEE Access
o
o
o
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IEEE’s largest open access journal, over 50,000 articles since 2013
Highly cited journal in a range of fields
Rapid yet rigorous peer review process of 4 to 6 weeks

With the above options for authors, IEEE has published
over 80,000 open access articles in IEEE Xplore.

IEEE Key Factors in Open Access Publishing
▸
▸
▸
▸
▸

Follow all IEEE established publishing guidelines
and principles
Meticulous peer review
Meet or exceed the same quality as our premier
subscription titles
Speed of publication decision and publication
itself
Geographic and institutional diversity of
authorship

Mandate compliance
All of IEEE’s new fully Gold OA journals, existing OA journals, and IEEE Access
Plan S Requirement
All publications must be published under an open license, preferably the Creative Commons
Attribution license (CCBY or CCBY-NC-ND )



When Open Access publication fees are applied, they must be commensurate with the publication
services delivered



The journal/platform must provide, on its website, a detailed description of its editorial policies and
decision-making processes.



No reliance on hybrid journals (subscription journals with a Gold OA option) or mirror journals (OA
journals using essentially the same or similar Editorial Boards as the subscription journal)



Use of persistent identifiers (PIDs) for scholarly publications, such as DOI



Deposition of content with a long-term digital preservation or archiving program



High-quality article level metadata in standard interoperable non-proprietary format



IEEE Open Access Read & Publish Programs for Institutions
Covers both Read and Publish activity by all institutional users included
in the agreement.
Benefits:


Supports institutions and researchers in advancing open science



Convenient for authors encouraging open access publishing and
broader dissemination of institution’s scholarly output



One annual fee makes it easier for administrators to track all
relevant activity and manage funds



Includes tools for managing and reporting Open Access fees and
publications

Program to be reviewed annually to ensure components and pricing are
agreeable to both institutions as well as IEEE

For more information on IEEE open access options, please visit

open.ieee.org

Our First Speaker…
Dr. Saifur Rahman
Joseph R. Loring Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, United States
Professor Saifur Rahman is the founding director of the Advanced Research Institute
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA where he is the Joseph R.
Loring Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. He also directs the Center for
Energy and the Global Environment. He is a Life Fellow of the IEEE and an IEEE
Millennium Medal winner. He was the president of the IEEE Power and Energy Society
(PES) for 2018 and 2019. He was the founding editor-in-chief of the IEEE Electrification
Magazine and the IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Energy. He has served as the chair
of the US National Science Foundation Advisory Committee for International Science
and Engineering. He has published over 150 journal papers and has made over six
hundred conference and invited presentations. In 2006, he served on the IEEE Board
of Directors as the Vice President for Publications. He is a distinguished lecturer for
the IEEE Power & Energy Society.
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About Our Speaker
I was the vice president of publications
for the Power & Energy Society for five
years and launched the Power and
Energy Technology and Systems (PETS)
open access journal focused on
practice-oriented papers. As of 2020 this
Journal has been renamed as the Open
Access Journal for Power & Energy.

Publishing Choices

Publish

Pick Your Target
▸Select just one target publication;
concurrent submissions are unethical
▸Start by looking at the publications cited
in your references
▸Ask your supervisor or other colleagues
experienced in publishing for
recommendations
▸Read the Aims & Scope of your potential
targets and publications therein to ensure
your article is a good fit
▸Check out the IEEE Publication
Recommender in the IEEE Author Center

More on this topic in the next presentation…

Publish

IEEE journal or IEEE conference?




A journal article is a fully developed presentation of your work and its final
findings


Original research results presented



Clear conclusions are made and supported by the data

A conference article can be written while research is ongoing


Can present preliminary results or highlight recent work



Gain informal feedback to use in your research



Typically shorter than journal articles, with less detail and fewer references

Publish

IEEE Journal or IEEE Conference?
IEEE Journals

PRO

CON

IEEE Conferences

IEEE journals represent some of the
top cited journals in the field
according to annual Journal Citation
reports and are cited 3 times more
often in patent applications than
other leading publisher’s journals*

IEEE Conference proceedings
are recognized worldwide as
the most vital collection of
consolidated published articles
in EE, computer science, and
related fields

A high percentage of articles
submitted to any professional
publication are rejected

Per IEEE Policy, if you do not
present your article at a
conference, it may be suppressed
in IEEE Xplore and not indexed in
other databases

*Source: www.ieee.org/citations, www.ieee.org/patentcitations

Publish

Finding the right IEEE publication or IEEE conference
IEEE publishes over 1,600 leading-edge
conference proceedings every year

IEEE has approx. 200 unique publications
covering a wide range of technical areas


Review the journal listings



Review the conference
calendar



Who reads it



What they publish





What types of articles
are they looking for?

Find a good match for your
research subject matter



Ensure you are available to
present

More on this topic in the next presentation…

Some reasons to consider publishing gold open access:

•
•
•
•
•

Greater visibility
Rapid review
Submission to publication timeframe
Scope of work
Funder mandates or publishing
policies of your institution

Submissions Process and Peer Review

What is peer review and how does it work?
Peer review is the system used to assess the quality of a
manuscript before it is published.
Peer review is vital to the quality of published research. Your
submitted article will be evaluated by at least two
independent reviewers. Feedback from the peer reviewers
will contribute to the editor’s decision on whether to accept
or reject your article for publication.
Independent researchers in the relevant research area assess
submitted manuscripts for originality, validity and
significance to help editors determine whether a manuscript
should be published in their journal.
More information: https://journals.ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org/submit-your-article-for-peer-review/about-the-peer-review-process/

Checklist for Submitting Your Article for Peer Review
Get ready for peer review. IEEE has created a checklist for submitting
your article to ensure you don’t miss any important steps.
While preparing to submit your article for peer review make sure to:
Review the submission guidelines for your target publication to ensure your article
meets all requirements.
Agree on who will serve as the article’s corresponding author if your article has
multiple authors.
Check that you have all necessary files.
Get an Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) if you do not have one already.
View the Checklist at the IEEE Author Center:
https://journals.ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org/submit-your-article-for-peerreview/checklist-for-submitting-your-article-for-peer-review/

Novelties editors and reviewers look for in submissions

•
•
•
•
•

New ideas
New tools
New methodologies
New applications
Cross-area domains

Characteristics IEEE editors and reviewers focus on
 Content that is appropriate, in scope and level
 Clearly written original material that addresses a new and important

problem

 Extension of previously published work
 Valid methods and rationale
 Illustrations, tables and graphs that support the text
 References that are current and relevant to the subject

What else are IEEE editors and reviewers are looking for?
During the peer review process, editors, and reviewers look for:
 Scope: Is the article appropriate for this publication?
 Validity: Is the study well designed and executed?
 Data: Are the data reported, analyzed, and interpreted correctly?
 Clarity: Are the ideas expressed clearly, concisely, and logically?
 Compliance: Are all ethical and journal requirements met?
 Advancement: Is this a significant contribution to the field?
 Novelty: Is this original material distinct from previous publications?

Audience

Why IEEE editors and reviewers reject papers


The content is not a good fit for the publication



There are serious scientific flaws:


Inconclusive results or incorrect interpretation



Fraudulent research



It is poorly written



It does not address a big enough problem or advance the scientific field



The work was previously published



The quality is not good enough for the journal



The paper does not make a strong enough case to convince reviewers



Poor structure and presentation

Paper Structure

Paper structure (introduction, results, conclusion)
• Title
• Abstract
• Introduction (Motivation, context,
objectives)
• Existing Theories & Previous
Work (Literature Review)
• Methods
• Findings
• Conclusion
• Acknowledgments
• References

Paper Structure

Title

 An effective title should…


Be specific, concise, and descriptive



Answer the reader’s question: Is this article relevant to me?



Think about what you would search for if you were looking for
articles related to your research. Be sure to incorporate those
keywords into your title.



Grab the reader’s attention



Describe the content of a paper using the fewest possible words


Use important keywords—put as much time into your
keywords as your paper, as that is how it will usually be found



Avoid jargon

Good
Title
VS.

Bad
Title

Paper Structure
Abstract
 Concise summary of research
conducted, results obtained, and
conclusions reached
 A “stand-alone” condensed version
of the article
 250 words or less
 Written in the past tense although
general factual statements can be
written in present tense
 Uses keywords and index terms

What you did

Why you did it

How the results
were useful,
important and
move the field
forward

Paper Structure

Methodology
 Problem formulation and the processes used to solve the problem,
prove or disprove the hypothesis
 Use illustrations to clarify ideas and support conclusions
Graphs

Tables

Present representative data
or used when exact values are
important to show

Figures

Quickly show ideas/conclusions that
would require detailed explanations

Show relationships between
data points or trends in data

Paper Structure

Results/Discussion
Demonstrate that you solved the problem or
made significant advances
Results: Summarizes the Data
 Should be clear and concise
 Use figures or tables with narrative
to illustrate findings

Discussion: Interprets the Results
 Why your research offers a new solution
 How can it benefit other researchers and
professionals

Discussion

Results

Paper Structure

Conclusion






Explain what the research has achieved


As it relates to the problem stated
in the Introduction



Revisit the key points in each section



Include a summary of the main findings and
implications for the field

Provide benefits and shortcomings of:


The solution presented



Your research and methodology

Suggest future areas for research

Paper Structure

References


Support and validate the hypothesis
your research proves, disproves, or
resolves



There is no limit to the number of
references




But use only those that directly support
your work (about 30)

Ensure proper author attribution


Author name, article title, publication
name, publisher, year published,
volume, page number, and Digital
Object Identifier (DOI)

Properly
cited
material

Ethics

Ethics

Types of Misconduct
Conflict of Interest


A financial or other
relationship with the
publication at odds with the
unbiased presentation of data
or analysis

Author Attribution


Plagiarism


Copying another person’s
work word for word or
paraphrasing without proper
citation

Must be given if you use another
author’s ideas in your article, even
if you do not directly quote a source

Author Contributions


Include all who have made a substantial
intellectual contribution to the work



Do not include minor contributors

Ethics

Ethical publishing
Plagiarism


Avoid plagiarism


Cite and separate any verbatim copied material – but how much?



Paraphrase other’s text properly, and include citation



Credit any ideas from other sources



Familiarize yourself with IEEE Policies

Ethics

Duplicate submissions
 Submit to only one publication at a time
 Avoid submitting an article which is the same or very similar to a previous work
 However…conference proceedings can evolve into a journal article
 IEEE recognizes that technical research is often published first as a conference article with
preliminary findings. As those initial findings become fully developed, the conference
article can evolve into a journal article which contains your more developed research and
conclusions. IEEE supports this evolutionary publishing process provided that:
 Both the earlier and later articles undergo standard peer review
 The later article contains substantially more technical information than the earlier
 The later article cites the earlier article and clearly indicates how the two articles differ

Ethics

Ethical publishing
Duplication, Redundancies and
Multiple Submissions

 Author must submit original work that:
 Has not appeared elsewhere for publication
 Is not under review for another refereed publication
 Cites previous work
 Indicates how it differs from the previously published
work
 Authors MUST inform the editor when submitting any
previously published work

Remember, for ethical publishing…
- No duplicate submissions
- Avoid plagiarism/self-plagiarism

For much more information on publishing ethics:

https://journals.ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org/become-an-ieee-journal-author/publishing-ethics

Our Next Speaker…
Eszter Lukács
Client Services Manager
IEEE
Eszter Lukács is an IEEE Client Services Manager who
works with customers located in Germany, Italy, Israel,
Turkey, and Eastern Europe. She offers customized learning
opportunities about publishing with the IEEE and in-depth
training sessions to help users master searching best
practices. Eszter gained her Magister degree in Linguistics
from the Humboldt University of Berlin and has more than
15 years of experience in the information industry; she
speaks German, English, and Hungarian.

Research Strategies and Tools for Authors from IEEE
Presented by:
Eszter Lukács
IEEE Client Services Manager
e.lukacs@ieee.org

Research Strategies and Tools for Authors
Eszter Lukács, IEEE Client Services Manager

▸Tips to finetune your research
strategies using IEEE Xplore
▸How to avoid predatory publishers
▸Open access publishing options
▸How to promote your research article

Research strategies using IEEE Xplore

Tools to Conduct a Literature Review
Your research problem must
contribute new and important
knowledge to your field

• Conduct a literature review
• Take notes and keep track
• Gather references and
citations

Start Your Search Simply

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
49

Then narrow or refine

50

From 11,495 to 76:

Sort your results to find new or highly-cited papers:

52

Most Cited – by Papers or Patents

Or Filter Keyword Searches by Authors

Once You Know the Key Authors, dive into their profile

55

Take Notes & Keep Track

 Conduct a Literature
Review
 Take Notes and Keep
Track
 Gather References &
Citations

Create a Free Personal Account
Top right corner on IEEE Xplore

Save search alerts from result list with personal account

61

Gather References & Citations

• Conduct a Literature
Review
• Take Notes & Keep Track
• Gather References and
Citations

Download or Save Citations from Result List

63

Find References for Every Paper

65

Find “Cited By” Documents - Papers

66

How to avoid predatory publishers

Checklist to avoid predatory publisher
https://thinkchecksubmit.org
▸Do you or your colleagues know the journal?
– Have you read any articles in the journal before?
– Is it easy to discover the latest papers in the
journal?
▸Can you easily identify and contact the publisher?
– Is the publisher name clearly displayed on the
journal website?
– Can you contact the publisher by telephone,
email, and post?
▸Is the journal clear about the type of peer review it
uses? websites?

▸Are articles indexed in services that you use?

▸Is it clear what fees will be charged?
– Does the journal site explain what these fees are
for and when they will be
charged?
▸Do you recognise the editorial board?
– Have you heard of the editorial board members?
– Do the editorial board mention the journal on
their own
▸Is the publisher a member of a recognized industry
initiative?

For More: https://innovate.ieee.org/beware-of-predatoryjournals/

Open Access Publishing Options

What is Open Access?
▸Article is made freely available upon publication; no subscription or pay-per-view fee
required
▸Often supported by an Article Processing Charge (APC), paid for by the author or
research funder
▸May include different copyright or licensing agreements than traditional publication

Why Should I Care About Open Access?
Share your
work more
broadly

Comply with
funder’s
requirements

Enable others
to build on
your work

Open Access at IEEE: Publishing Venues

Hybrid

Topical

IEEE Access

Traditional
journals

Fully OA,
subject-specific

Fully OA,
multidisciplinary

How to promote your research

Author Profiles

Unique Identifier for authors

Publish graphical abstract and share it via Xplore on social media

Thank you for your time today!

Eszter Lukács
e.lukacs@ieee.org
IEEE Author Engagement Team
authors@ieee.org

Our Final Speaker…
Judy Brady
IEEE Area Manager for Europe
Judy Brady is the IEEE Area Manager for Europe with primary
responsibility for IEEE’s institutional customers. Judy has
been with IEEE for more than 25 years and in the marketing
and public relations field for more than 35 years working
primarily for not-for-profit companies and in the STM area. In
her time with IEEE, Judy has been responsible for the
marketing of education and training resources, IEEE books,
and since 1997, IEEE’s online collections with an everincreasing emphasis on open access publishing. She holds a
BA in Journalism and Communications from Rutgers
University, NJ, USA.

IEEE Authorship Symposium
Judy H Brady
IEEE Area Manager, Europe
29 September 2021
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IEEE Xplore Digital Library – Reading Supports Writing
Full Text Usage by Country
8,384,250

United Kingdom

7,850,466

Germany
3,212,184

Turkey

2,904,502

Italy
2,125,795

Spain
Netherlands

1,870,683

France

1,870,371
1,442,704

Sweden

1,193,467

Switzerland

978,353

Saudi Arabia

875,732

Poland
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Reading access to Scientific Scholarship is a critical
success factor to writing and publishing innovative
and relevant Scientific Scholarship

1,000,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

4,000,000

5,000,000

6,000,000

7,000,000

8,000,000

9,000,000

IEEE journals dominate their fields of interest

Clarivate ranks IEEE journals consistently at the top in Journal Impact Factors
IEEE publishes:
20 of the top 25 journals in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
9 of the top 10 journals in Telecommunications
3 of the top 5 journals in Artificial Intelligence
2 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science, Cybernetics
2 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science, Information Systems
2 of the top 5 journals in Automation and Control Systems
2 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science, Robotics
2 of the top 5 journals in Imaging Science and Photographic Technology
2 of the top 5 journals in Quantum Science and Technology
Source: 2020 Journal Citation Reports (Clarivate Analytics, 2021)
Journal Citation Reports present quantifiable statistical data that provide a systematic, objective way to evaluate the world’s leading journals.
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More information available at: www.ieee.org/citations

IEEE Leads in Patent Citations

Top 20 Publishers Referenced Most Frequently by Top 50 Patenting Organizations in US Patent Citation
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Source: 1790 Analytics LLC 2021. Based on number of references to papers/standards/conferences from 2001-2020.

Europe & Middle East: 2021 YTD IEEE Journal Publishing
Top 15 Countries by IEEE Journal Output

Articles Published YTD 2021 - Top 20 Europe & Middle East
Based on Order Date

UNITED KINGDOM
GERMANY
ITALY
SPAIN
FRANCE
IRAN
SAUDI ARABIA
SWITZERLAND
TURKEY
NETHERLANDS
FINLAND
SWEDEN
EGYPT
BELGIUM
POLAND
DENMARK
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
NORWAY
PORTUGAL
QATAR

Source: IEEE
Publications
Department
August 2021

Source: IEEE Publications Department,
March 2021
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Europe & Middle East: Journal Article Output 2021 YTD
Corresponding author data only, By Country

2021 YTD Publishing by Country OA vs Traditional
Based on Order Date
674

485

442
334

371

338

308
211

262

230 219
88

64

73

89

145 170

149

149
76

76

Open Access

Source: IEEE Publications Department
August 2021

47

85 116

Traditional

172
28

50

117 110

42

114
35

82

52

59 69

60 67

77 37

The Importance of Subscribing to IEEE Xplore
Subscribed Content Continues to Grow

Open Access option is available only in IEEE journals, not in conferences

Total IEEE subscribed content posted in 2020 grew by an average of 4.5% over the past 5 years*

84

New IEEE
Subscribed
Documents

Growth in IEEE
Subscribed
Documents

Total New
IEEE Open
Access
Documents

2020

274,366

↑ 15.6%

22,324

2019

237,257

- 7%*

17,733

2018

255,096

↑ 3.4%

9,822

2017

246,723

↑ 7.4%

4,884

2016

229,771 Included in IEL ↑ 3.2%

2,515

Due to conf.
posting delay

* IEEE content included in IEL includes journals,, conference and standards documents exclusively available to subscribers.
Source: IEEE Xplore journal data queries Feb 2021 and conference posting data from IEEE Meetings Conf. and Events Team

In all, IEEE publishes 26 fully Open Access journals

In the last 18 months, we have launched 17 new journals and flipped 2 existing journals to Open Access

• IEEE Access
• IEEE Journal of Electron Devices Society
• IEEE Journal of Exploratory Solid-State Computational
Devices and Circuits
• IEEE Journal of Microwaves – NEW!
• IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth
Observations and Remote Sensing – FLIPPED!
• IEEE Journal of Translational Engineering in Health and
Medicine
• IEEE Open Access Journal of Power and Energy –
RETITLED!
• IEEE Open Journal of Antennas and Propagation – NEW!
• IEEE Open Journal of Circuits and Systems – NEW!
• IEEE Open Journal of Engineering in Medicine and Biology
– NEW!
• IEEE Open Journal of Industry Applications – NEW!
• IEEE Open Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems –
NEW!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IEEE Open Journal of Nanotechnology – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of Power Electronics – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of Signal Processing – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of the Communications Society – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of the Computer Society – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society –
NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of the Solid-State Circuits Society – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and
Frequency Control – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of Vehicular Technology – NEW!
IEEE Photonics Journal (flipped in 2012)
IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation
Engineering – FLIPPED!
IEEE Transactions on Quantum Engineering – NEW!
IEEE Open Journal of Control Systems – COMING in 2022!
IEEE Open Journal of Instrumentation and Measurement –
COMING in 2022!

Most choose IEEE Access for IEEE OA Options
Corresponding author data, 2020 IEEE Journals

Why?
• Outstanding editorial resources
(over 1,500 expert associate editors
and reviewers)
• Speedy submission-to-publication
time (~6 weeks)
• Excellent citations and impact factor
for a multidisciplinary journal
• Geographically and topically diverse
86

IEEE Open Science Solutions

Open Code
from Studies
Upload code free of
charge and users can
access code without a
subscription

Earliest Access
to Studies

Open Data
from Studies

Post early and fully open
versions of articles, prior
to peer review

Publish large data sets
associated with
research studies
with Coupon Code
DATAPORT1 till 12/31/2021
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IEEE Open
Access
IEEE offers 20+ Fully
Gold open Access in the
portfolio of Open Access

Top reasons for preference for type of journal for publication
Demand for visibility and likelihood of citations lead reasoning behind either journal model

64%

Those preferring fully OA
journals

Those preferring traditional
journals
54%

53%

34%

21%
10%
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2021 IEEE Author Survey. Sample, Respondents 565

9%

29%

29%

26%

Costs associated with specific publishing options
IEEE provides many options for authors to publish as we strive
to support the needs of all authors and readers globally.
Although IEEE offers many options to publish at no cost to the
author, many authors do opt for certain fee-based offerings
listed below which include:
 Article processing charges to support open access
publishing options for most titles
 Option to exceed page limits
Options to avoid
 Option to print graphics in color
any page length
Note: the online publication of
or color fees
graphics in color is always free
All fees help IEEE to maintain a quality publishing that is
financially sustainable, produces the highest quality
information possible, and ensures the information is easily
discoverable in a robust and reliable digital platform.
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ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org

Request a custom
publishing report for your university…
IEEE Open Access R&P Programs,
Open Science Initiatives &
Access to IEEE Xplore Digital Library

Paul Canning
p.canning@ieee.org
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Judy Brady
j.brady@ieee.org

Eva Veloso
e.veloso@ieee.org

Additional tools and resources
available from IEEE
From IEEE
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More IEEE Tools for Authors

Get your article ready for submission quickly with help from IEEE Author Tools
IEEE Author Center’s Support Tools:
 Find the right periodical or conference for your
research with the IEEE Publication Recommender
 Directly find and load the template for the
publication you are planning to submit to by
following the easy prompts in the IEEE Template
Selector.
 Speed up the article submission process by validating
your LaTeX files with the IEEE LaTeX Analyzer
 Verify your reference list with the IEEE Reference
Preparation Assistant
 Test if your article will display properly in the IEEE
Xplore® Digital Library with the IEEE PDF Checker
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IEEE Author Center:
ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org

For More on IEEE Open Access Options
IEEE Open (open.ieee.org)
 More information on OA options for authors and
institutions
 Learn more about specific journals and calls for papers
 Latest news on new and forthcoming titles
 FAQs for authors

IEEE Access (ieeeaccess.ieee.org)





Call for papers and announcements
Submission guidelines
FAQs
Featured articles

open.ieee.org

Q&A session
Questions for the Presenters
Please type your questions into the Q&A window. Our presenters will
answer as many questions as possible during our time together

RESPONDING TO TODAY’S PANDEMIC:

Free Resources from IEEE
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IEEE has a variety of live and on-demand
webinars available to help universities and
technology organizations adapt their
curriculums and research strategies to support
distance learning and remote work
environments.
Other available webinars provide tips and best
practices to help researchers stay up to date by
using intuitive new tools delivered by IEEE
Xplore. We also offer resources to help authors
get published and share their research with the
technical community.
Below is a link to register for upcoming and
recorded sessions. All are free to attend and
we encourage you to share this information
with your colleagues.

o On-Demand Webinar: How to Publish Open Access with IEEE
to Increase the Exposure and Impact of Your Research
o On-Demand Webinar: Strategies for Effective Delivery of
Online Engineering Courses: Best Practices, Tips and Toolkits
o On-Demand Webinar: Enhance Your Engineering Teams’
Career Development
o On-Demand Webinar: IEEE Xplore Webinar:
Search strategies to optimize your research time
o On-Demand Webinar: How to Enhance Your e-Curriculum for
Distance Learners with e-Resources – Featuring perspectives
from a librarian, professor, and publisher

https://innovate.ieee.org/free-webinars-from-ieee/

Thank you for your time!

Access to the recording of today’s virtual event will be available 2 hours
after the webinar. A link will be emailed to all registered attendees

IEEE Members – Vote by 1 October
www.ieee.org/elections

 IEEE Access

https://ieeeaccess.ieee.org

 IEEE Open Access Options
open.ieee.org

 IEEE Author Center

https://ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org

Click the Certificate Icon at the bottom of the screen to
request your Certificate of Participation:

Appendix:
Additional reference material on
authorship guidance and resources
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IEEE Open (open.ieee.org)
 More information on OA options for authors and
institutions
 Learn more about specific journals and calls for papers
 Latest news on new and forthcoming titles
 FAQs for authors
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Publish

ORCID ID
 Persistent unique 16-digit identifier
 IEEE (and many other publishers) require an ORCID ID to help tie an author to
his or her publication record.
 Distinguishes you from every other researcher
 Collects all your professional activities in one place
 Publications
 Funding
 Employment, education, and publication record can all be linked to ORCID.
 Without ORCID, it’s hard to distinguish between multiple authors with the same
name, or get a complete publication history when authors change their names.
 For more information about ORCID, visit orcid.org.

IEEE Publications: Stay Current with Quality, Trusted Resources
 Base your research on a quality resource you can trust.
Latest studies reinforce that IEEE has the top cited
publications in a range of fields:*
o 20 of the top 25 journals in Elec. Engineering
o 9 of the top 10 journals in Telecommunications
o 7 of the top 10 journals in Automation and Control
o 3 of the top 5 journals in Artificial Intelligence
o 6 of the top 10 journals in Computer Hardware
o Cited in patents 3x more than any other publisher**

 Recent user studies demonstrate that users rely on
IEEE Xplore to:
o Increase productivity
o Save time by not reinventing the wheel
o Keep up-to-date on emerging technologies

* Based on the 2020 Clarivate Analytics Journal Citation Report study released July 2020
** Source: 1790 Analytics. More info: www.ieee.org/citations and www.ieee.org/patentcitations

Paper Structure

Introduction
 A description of the problem you researched
 It should move step by step through the following:

Generally known
information
about the topic

Prior studies’
historical context
to your research

 The introduction should be:
 Specific, not too broad or vague
 About 2 pages
 Written in the present tense

Your hypothesis
and an overview
of the results

How the article
is organized

New IEEE Journal Titles for 2020 and 2021
These new journal titles* will soon be available
and accessible via an IEL subscription:

 IEEE Jrnl of Emerging and Selected Topics in Industrial Electronics
 IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Information Theory
 IEEE Transactions on Technology and Society
 IEEE Transactions on Artificial Intelligence
 IEEE BITS the Information Theory Magazine
Coming in 2022: IEEE Transactions on Signal and Power Integrity
Coming in 2022: IEEE Journal on Flexible Electronics
*Please note this is a tentative list and is subject to change.

